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We understand what kind of problems sporting and business events organizers have to deal with. It’s our 
ambition not to settle for the role of manufacturer and supplier. We want to be a trusted partner, providing 
comprehensive support for the whole spectrum of the award creation process. We want our product to 
become part of the success of your event.

We can produce from 1 piece to tens of thousands.

Survival Race - we produced over 43 000 medals for the participants in different categories since 2016.

WE ARE FROM POLAND

Over

400 000
awards in 2019.

Almost

9 000
satisfied customers trusted us.

photo: Grzegorz Wieczorek     source: fb.com/Survival Race



WHY YOU SHOULD 
WORK WITH 
US?
The main benefit of working with us is that we organize 
events ourselves. We have a profound understanding 
of the needs and problems, that event organizers have 
to deal with.

Discover key benefits:

FLEXIBLE OFFER FOR YOUR BUDGET

Depending on the character of your event we can 
propose unique products in various price ranges (from 
Economy up the way to Premium).

FLEXIBLE ORDER

It’s hard for you to predict the final number of 
participants? With us, you can order subsequent 
batches of products at any stage. It’s a convenient 
solution that can significantly reduce the final cost.

CERTAINTY OF COMPREHENSIVE SERVICE

You have our full attention since the moment we get in 
touch, through the design process to delivery. 
Details do matter.

GUARANTEE ON TIME

With us, you can be sure that all participants will get 
their awards during the event.
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We chose to industrialize craftsmanship. We want to ensure 
that the quality and unique character of handicrafts can be 
reached by everyone. We’ve created proprietary technology to 

quickly create unique products aspiring to small works of art.

SECRET OF OUR PRODUCT

UNIQUE DESIGN

We base our projects on an individual 
approach to the customers, which 

combined with our talented design team 
allows to create something different every 

time.

3D EFFECT AND FULL COLOR

Thanks to our proprietary technology our 
products shine with an unlimited palette 
of colors and incredible 3D effect which 

you can feel with your fingertips.

HIGH-QUALITY MATERIALS

We are focusing on unobvious materials 
combinations, that are both carefully 

selected and ecological.

PRECISE FINISH

One of the characteristics of our product 
is meticulous attention to detail, which 

underlines the high quality of our projects.
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SETS THAT HIGHLIGHT 
YOUR PARTY

WHAT ARE AWARD SETS?

Our offer includes complementary products 
like medals, trophies, statuettes, badges, 
bottle openers, pins. You can order 
dedicated sets of awards tailored to 
the quality of the event.

WHAT DO YOU GAIN?

Bundles (or sets if you will) underline the 
character and prestige of your event. 
They will distinguish the event from 
others, arouse positive emotions among 
participants and encourage them to take 
part next time.

FIND OUT MORE ABOUT BENEFITS 
OF AWARDS SETS -> PAGE 43



NEW TECHNOLOGY, 
MORE BENEFITS FOR YOU

Our proprietary technology allows 
us to create a unique product 
in any amount, complemented 
by an unprecedented full palette 
of colors and visible 3D effect
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Precise finish

Neck ribbon 
matched to the design

Design with 3D effect

Openwork elements

Dedicated text
and graphics



#m
edals
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WHAT MAKES OUR 
MEDALS SPECIAL?
Thousands of medals, which you can find out in our online 
gallery (shmf.pl) are the proof, that we create only unique 
products. Combining different shapes, colors, and materials 
with advanced personalization gives us an opportunity to 
create trophies tailored to your expectations
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YOU KNOW WHAT YOU GET

Our designers will prepare a product 
visualization according to your wishes. 
You can order a prototype 100% 
accurate to the final product. We will 
deliver it directly to you or send you 
photos, if you are short on time.



ORDER FROM 1 PIECE TO TENS OF THOUSANDS
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With us, you can order full sets of medals. We will take into account the character 
of your event, discipline, categories, and participants.
You can be sure that every award will be following the same line and will be 
the right fit for your event.

MEDALS FOR EVERY DISCIPLINE
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MEDALS FOR 
RUNNERS

YOU DON’T KNOW HOW MANY PEOPLE WILL 
TAKE PART?

I don’t have a concrete number of participants, 
as they tend to wait until the last moment. I don’t 
want to make my order too big and overpay, but 
I can’t imagine to leave somebody without their 
award.

You can order small at first and then place 
additional order even 10 working days before 
the event (including delivery). Optimize your 
cost.The perfect prize for the people taking part in running 

events. It allows you to take a taste of sport competition 
and enjoy the result.

Wings for Life World Run - we delivered medals for two 
editions of the run. In total, more than 16 000 runners left 
the event with our medals.

photo: Red Bull Content Pool
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MEDALS FOR CYCLICAL EVENTS
You’re looking for a way to stand out and attract more participants? Sportsmen can be motivated by 
puzzle-medals, which bring awards and collectable value together. Elements, when collected together 
create interesting shape and many will brag about completing the task and the prize.
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BUSINESS 
AND OCCASIONAL 

MEDALS

Medals can also be a great way to 
promote conferences, market events 
and jubilees. Individual approach to 
every project allows us to adjust to 
the character of your event.

Event for children? 
We’re glad to help out.
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Arasmus Run - we delivered medals and trophies 
for three editions of the run. More than 2 500 
finishers and sponsors got our awards.

FIND OUT MORE ABOUT BUNDLE BENEFITS -> PAGE 43

ORDERING MEDALS? 
ASK US ABOUT TROPHIES

You want to place an order on awards from us? 
Ask about our sets! We will design and create 
additional products in special package.

photo: Paweł Lehmann
source: fb.com/biegarasmusa
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WE’RE 
WAITING FOR 

THE CHALLENGE
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UNPARALLELED 
DESIGN
The secret of our trophies 
lies in the unlimited 
creativity of our design 
team combined with 
innovative technology and 
handicraft precision. Due to 
that our products aspire to 
the title of little works of art.

High-quality 
materials

Dedicated text 
and graphics

Precise finish

Genuine design



#trophies and 
award  cups

source: fb.com/M1TALENTSHOW
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FOR THE BEST 
FROM THE BEST
FSI Ski Jumping World Cup Zakopane 2019 
- our trophies were awarded to the ski jumping 
champions - including our national pride, 
Olympic and World Champion, Kamil Stoch.

Polish Ski Association - in the last 3 years 
we’ve created awards for 9 events organized 
by PSI (PZN).
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Diversity of the materials and our technology allows us to produce awards 
in any given shape or form. From simple and minimalistic to complicated, 
ornamented design. You dream - we design, we produce.

CUPS AND TROPHIES 
IN DIFFERENT SHAPES 
AND SIZES
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EXCLUSIVE 
RECOGNITION 
AWARDS

COMPREHENSIVE SERVICE 
GUARANTEED

We will guide you, through your order 
since the moment we get in touch until 
the delivery. Our experienced design 
and advisory team are at your full 
disposal - to deliver the personalized 
product you want.

Our trophies are made with meticulous attention to detail and 
can be awarded as an exclusive token of recognition. High-end 
business and corporate events are the perfect opportunities to 
distinguish the right people.
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FITS YOUR EVENT
To deliver awards that are in cohesion with your vision of the event, 
we want to work very closely with you. It will allow us to create 
a personalized experience for your guests.
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FITS YOUR BRAND
Over the years we had a chance to work with thousands of 
brands, so we know how important it is to follow the company’s 
visual identification guidelines. Our product will reflect the spirit 
of your brand.
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BUILD YOUR PRESTIGE
Company events, galas, jubilees or cultural events are the kind 
of projects, which require weeks and months of preparations. 
We can help you with that, supplying memorable awards.

Best of Moto - since day one we are the partner of this 
prestigious automotive plebiscite, delivering trophies
for all of the events. 
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FIND OUT MORE ABOUT OUR AWARDS SETS
 -> PAGE 43

AWARD SETS FOR
YOUR EVENT
Dedicated trophies sets and bundles are 
the perfect way to honor those, who took their 
trouble and effort to participate or partner with 
you during the competition. 
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Any shape and colorMeticulous finish

Personalized design

Visible 3D effect

FUNCTIONAL AWARD
Unconventional shapes and astonishing design are what 
makes our bottle openers and other prize accessories 
special. As the item is functional in everyday life, the piece 
will be an ever-present memoir of the event.



#bottle openers 
and other
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ESTHETICS AND UTILITY
We create openers with a traditional or subtle shape, 
monochrome or in multi-color. Accessories designed 
with brand visual identity in mind support your brand 
and, at the same time, are a functional gift.
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MULTIPLE FORMS - 
MANY FUNCTIONALITIES
We deliver our bottle openers in any shape and size.
If you want your gift to be both functional and beautiful 
look no further. It will help you build a relationship 
with your coworkers or business partners. It’s a small 
souvenir with a big influence on your image.
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PINS - SMALL GIFT,
BIG EFFECT

Pins and buttons are the perfect way to commemorate that 
special atmosphere of the past events. It’s an interesting 
proposal for sportsmen, fans and participants.



www.otwieraczenazamowienie.pl
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DEDICATED AWARD SETS
We’re flexible. With us, you can add other trophies, design and complete 
sets without limitations. Additionally, you’re guaranteed that every piece 
of the set will be visually consistent with the style and quality of the event.

Medal - Premium

Badge / ID
Bottle opener

Trophy

Medal - Classic

Pins and buttons



#award sets
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Bez względu na to, czy to 
będą medale pamiątkowe, 
okolicznościowe, firmowe, branżowe, 
spechjalistyczne, dla dzieci....

Otwieracze
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INCREASE EMOTIONS, 
BUILD YOUR PRESTIGE

Our sets and bundles are the perfect 
way to stand out in the crowd. It’s a token 
of appreciation for all the effort your 
participants took to take part in your event. 
They are more likely to come back.

MTB Lubenia - since three editions we’re the award partner for the competition. 
Our team also takes part.



www.produkty-reklamowe.pl
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Zestawy 
produktów
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TRUST IN OUR 
EXPERIENCE
We enjoy a good reputation and the best testimony 
to our quality is the ever-growing number of customers 
returning to us. We have been trusted by leading 
organizers of sporting events, prestigious business events 
and organizations promoting an active lifestyle. 
We created awards for Otylia Jędrzejczak Foundation, 
Po Nowe Życie Run and international charity Wings for Life 
World Run.

Otylia Jędrzejczak Foundation - we’ve been working 
with Ms. Jędrzejczak for years. We’ve already completed 
9 large orders in a good cause.



GUARANTEED ON TIME

We carry all of our production in 
Poland, taking full advantage of 
the high quality of our domestic 
suppliers. We can produce in 
even 5 working days and we 
guarantee the package will arrive 
at your doorstep in agreed time.
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Zestawy 
produktów
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Our innovative technology allows us to personalize 
even the biggest orders, no matter what product 
composition you’ll choose.

Ajsedora - since 2016 we completed 7 complex 
orders, personalized for different categories, 
including trophies for International Artistic 
Gymnastics Tournaments

Volvo Sailing Days - we delivered award sets 
for the three editions of this prestigious sailing 
competition

PERSONALIZATION
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RESPONSIBLE DESIGN
We produce on a big scale, but we don’t forget about pro-ecological solutions. 
When you decide to work with us you choose natural and recycable materials.
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FREEDOM 
OF CHOICE

With our award sets, we offer you the unlimited possibility 
of creation. Choose your product and we will make sure, 
that they are suitable for the event, stand out with the 
design and strengthen your brand.

Keychain Bottle opener

Phone standBox set
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STUDIED 
DESIGN
The precise reproduction of even 
the smallest details and colors, 
combined with the eye-catching 3D 
effect allows us to create sets that 
captivate attention.
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We are from Poland, but our product is well recognized 
across all of the Europe (and even further!). We’re working 
with event organizers in Germany, Great Britain or Bulgaria. 
We delivered our product to such remote destinations 
as Niger, Oman, Canada or United Arab Emirates.

MADE IN EU
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TRUSTED US
Many leading companies, organizations and events already trusted in our quality. They appreciate our professional 

customer service, guaranteed delivery time and innovative ideas. The best testament to that is ever-growing number 
of satisfied, returning customers and numerous references.




